
1. INTRODUCTION

Norvadays there are rvell-supporied and user friendly
tools availabie for the identification of (linear) systems

on the basis of experimental data. See in particular the
Ivlathwork's System Ideniification Toolbox SITB, ver-

sion 4.0, which is equipped with a graphical user in-
terface. This enables the user to identify and validate
models in different types of model siructures by mouse-

clicking, rather than by entering (complex) commands.
Additionally there is users' support in terms of graphi-
cal iools for model evaluation as well as support for e.g.

bookkeeping of identified models.

In the tools that are currently available, there are only
limited possibilities to identify models on the basis of
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data that is obtained under closed-loop experimental
conditions, This particular experimental situation - which
often occurs in practical situations - requires a special
treatment, in the sense that besides input and output
signais of a plant, measured external excitation signals
can be involved, as well as some (possibly known) con-
iroller thai is implemented on the system.

The current ioolbox CLOSID offers the follorving exten-
sion to the identification toolbox SITB:

e It provides a graphical user interface supported tool
for identification of models from closed-loop obser-
vations;

r It enabies the use of external excitation signals as

weil as a (possibly) knoln controller in the loop;
o It communicates with the SITB, meaning that for

the actual estimation part of the closed-loop iden-
tification methods, SiTB is automatically opened
and applied, while in the CLOSID tool the data
processing and the (closed-loop) model processing
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Fig. 1. CLOSID main rvindow

is performed. Therefore full performance and flex-
ibility of the estimation methods in SITB is re-

tained.
r It provides evaluation of models in terms of their

closed-loop properties, as e.g. sensitivity funciions,
complemeniary sensiiivities, closed-loop poles, etc.

In the current version, the graphical user interface of
CLOSiD is able to deal rvith SISO (single-input, single-
ouiput) models only.

2. X,IAIN CLOSID.I,VINDOW

The graphical user interface of the CLOSID toolbox is

opened by entering closid in the MltrAB command
s'indorv. This opens the main windorv as shorvn in Figure
1. The main window shows the following basic parts:

a data board on the left upper part, rvhere im-
ported data sets are represented by colored line-
icons, that can be selected by a mouse action.
a controller board on the left lower part, where
imported controllers are represented by colored line-
icons, wiih similar selection opiions.
an identiflcation menu in the middle; this pop-up
menu provides the user rviih a lisi of identificaiion
methods that can be applied.
a model board on the right upper part, showing
ideniified or imported models of ihe plant to be

ideniified.
a model evaluation area, containing check boxes

for t,he applicat,ion of several (closed-loop) evalua-
tion procedures for the models on the modei board.

Besides the controller board, the composiiion of the
CLOSID main window is very similar to the main rvin-
dow of the SiTB. This controller board is required, as

some of the closed-loop ideniification methods need ihe
a priori knorvledge of the controller.
Addiiionally, this enables the user to evaluate the mod-
els in the presence of a (user-chosen) feedback controlier.
Data sets, controilers and models can be imporied from
the tr,f.c.tras workspace, through selecting the respec-
tive pop-up menus for daia, controlier and model.
The closed-ioop configuraiion ihat is considered all
through the ioolbox is depicted in Figure 2. It is also
displayed in the data import rvindorv.

Fig, 2. Closed-ioop system configuration

A data set is composed of experimentai data {u, y} over
a given. time horizon, together with either one of the
exiernal excitation signals 11 and/or 12.Data sets can be

viewed on screen in terms of time sequences and porver

spectra, by clicking on the corresponding check boxes
under the data board.

Models, as rvell as controllers, can be imported from
and exported to the Mml.q.g rvorkspace, in different
formats:

o lnum;den]:polynomial coefficients of numerator and
denominator, in descending polvers of z, stacked in

HODEL EVALUATION

fl cloredJoop lranrlcrr D correlalion tert

I clorcdJoop polc: ! rtep rcrpon:c

D input/outpul .imul.tion ! open-loop lranrfer

E open.loop polc.zetor
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a matlix rvith height 2.
o IA B;C D]: state space m&trices (A,B,C,D) placed

in a system matrix.
t theta: theta-format as used in the SITB.

The pariicular model import window is depicted in Fig-
ure 3,

Fig, 3. Model import window

3. CLOSED.LOOP IDENTIFICATION

The CLOSiD ioolbox contains five identificaiion meth-
ods for parametric model ideniification, and one non-
parametric method, The methods are denoted by

(1) two-stage method,
(2) indirect identificaiion,
(3) identiflcation rvith a tailor-made parametrization,
(4) coprime factor identification,
(5) identification in the dual-Youla/Kucera param-

. etrization,
(6) non-parametric (s;,ectral) estimation.

For details on the different methods, one is referred to
the references, in particular to Van den Hof (1997).

The methods are all characterized by three steps, fo-

cussed on a specific closed-loop object that is going to
be identified. The three sieps are clearly indicated in ihe
several identificaiion windows and are characterized as

follows.

o Construction of auxiliary i/o signals.
A first step of choosing/construciing appropriaie
auxiliary input and output signals, that are going

to be used to identify a particular transfer function
object.

o Identiff.cation.
A second step of actual ideniification of ihe con-
sidered object, by estimaiing parameters through
a leasi-squares identification criterion,

o Calculate plant model.
trtom the identified object a plant model is con-
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Fig. 4. Window for coprime factor identification

structed and this plani model is copied to the
CLOSID model board.

By choosing one of the identification methods from the
identification pop-up menur a particular rvindorv is

opened, displaying the three steps mentioned above.

The first step is trivial for some methodsl but requires a
separate ideniificaiion for some others, as e,g, the iden-
tification of the sensiiivity function for the trvo-stage
method. In these latter cases, quick-start options pro-
vide a simple means to construct the appropriate sig-
nals.
Apart from the "tailor-made" approach, all ideniifica-
tion methods will perform the second step by opening
MATLAB's SITB auiomatically, copying the appropriate
signals from the CLOSID tooibox to the data board of
SITB, allowing the user to identify the required trans-
fer function object in the "open-loop" toolbox. In ail
of ihese situaiions, the second step is an identification
problem that can be handled by ihe algoriihms ihat are

available in SITB.

When an appropriate model is identified and validated
in SITB, it can be copied to the CLOSID rvindorv, by
pushing the Calculate and copy plant model in
the CLOSID identification window. This third step then
transfers the plani model to the CLOSID model board,
where closed-loop properties of the model can be evalu-
ated,
As an illustraiion the coprime factor identificaiion
window is shown in Figure 4

The nonparametric identification method identifies spec-

iral models for the one inpui, two output transfer from
r lo col(y,u), and constructs a plant model by taking
the quotient of the trvo scalar nonparametric estimates.

ffiLil;.".--ltn IllffimEr,ffi,*Exl

CONSTBUCT AUXILIAHY INPUT SIGNAL

ESTII,IATE PTANT FACTOBS

ffi

COP'/ TO I'IODEL SOABD
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4. PARAL{ETRIC IvIETHODS

A brief overvierv is given of the characteristics of the
different parametric methods, and the main issues are

summarized in Table 1. In the descriptions it is speci-
fied which data and priors are required (measured signal
and/or knowledge of the controller), and which auxiliary
information needs to be specifled before the actual iden-
iiflcaiion in step 2 can be performed, Throughout this
section, signal r is used as an abbreviation for 11* Cr2,

4.1 Two-stage method

In the first stage the transfer funciion between reference
signal r1 and input signal u (sensitivity function) is es-

timated, possibly rvith a high-order modei. lVith this
esiimate a noise-free input signal is simulated, which is

used in the second stage together with the measured
output signal, to identify a plant modeI.
First stage:

pru = rrsmin ] It"(t) - 5(q,0)rr(t)12tt E-
An accurate (high-order) model is obtained and denoted

as S(s) : ,S(q,B,v), and an auxiliary input signal is

constructed as c(t) ,= ^S(g)rr(t). A quick-siart option
for ihis estimation is available.

Estimation (in SITB)
In the second stage parameters are identified according
to (e.g.)

^,1Ngrv = arsmrin i Itrf,l - G(q,o)r(t)]'? .

This method rvill generally not be able to provide un-
stable models of an unstable plant.

4.2 Indirect method

The closed-loop transfer function between 11 and y is
estimated, and by using information on the impiemented
controller C, an open-loop plant model is reconstructed
from this estimate,

Estimation (in SITB)
Parameters are estimated according to e.g.

AIN
dN = argmrin , Itrf rl - E(q, o)r/t))2,

leading to the identified transfer function R = ft(C, r,v).
Next a plani model is calcuiated according to

c(s) =*

Ideniification
method Data

Auxiliary
information

Signals for
estimation

(a,')

Estimated
object
c ---+ z

Exported
model

Two-step TltutA ^t ,=3,
z=y

Go e

Indirect TL IY

C z=U

D-G,
'"o - TTdT

AE(r=-
I_CR

Tailor-made flry
C

a = S(0)r
z=lt

Go G

Coprime factors Ttut!

C

G" = N,D;t r
J;--

D, + cN,
z = (y,u)

(N,,D,) G = wb-'

Dual Youla/K TtUt!

C

C = N"D"r

G 
" = NrD;r

r* - D"+cN,
A-G"u

D" + G"N"
Ro G=N'+'"R

D" - N"R

Table 1, Synopsis of closed-loop identification methods
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If the controller is stable, then G is quaranteed to be

stabilized by C. The model order of G will generically
be equal to the sum model of orders of B and C.

4.3 ldentification uith tailor-mod,e parametrization

The closed-loop transfer function between 11 and y is
estimated, using a dedicated parameirization in terms
of the parameters of the open-loop plant model and the
known controller C.

Estimation (in CLOSID)
Parameters are estimated according to

drv = argm,in * i,r,,, *ffiGA.,(t)1,,

leading to the identified plant model G(q) = G(c,0N).

The parameter set that corresponds to stable closed-

Ioop systems may be disconnected in the case that the
model order of G(g, d) is smaller than the order of C. In
this case inaccurate models can result.

4.4 Coprime factor method

The closed-loop iransfer functions betrveen a filtered
version of r (as input) and (y, u) are esiimated, and an

open-loop plant modei is obtained by iaking the quo-

tient of the two estimates.

Estimation (in SITB)
Parameiers are estimated according to

aN " ';illlJ 
-
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4.5 Duol-Youlo/ Kucera method

A particular closed-loop transfer function is estimated,
and by using knowledge of the controller an open-loop
plani model is reconstructed. The plant model is guar-
anteed to be stabilized by the implemented controiler.
This method is a generalization of the Indirect metltod.

The controller C is required to be known in a coprime
factor representation C = N.lD", as well as any auxil-
iary sysiem G, = N.lDn that is stabilized by C.

Estimation (in SITB)
Parameiers are estimated according to

^.,Nor = argmrin, Itrfrl - R(q,o)x(t))2,
t=1

rvith
1-tt\-- - ;[s(r) -c"(q)u(t)] and"t"t- Dc+G..N"

a(t) =ID. + CIr,]-lr(t).

A plant model is obtained ihrough

G(q)=t.?lI
D, - N"R

The model order of G rvill generically be equal to the
sum of the model orders of G,, C and R.

A quick-siart opiion is available for the identification of
an auxiiiary model G,, used in the construction of the
auxiliary signals a and z.

5. IvIODEL EVALUATION

Once a model is estimated and made available on the
model board, several open-loop and closed-loop model
properties can be evaluated. This is done using the seven
Model evaluation options at the boitom of the main
Closid window:

(i) closed-loop transfer functions. The frequency re-
sponses of the four transfer functions from col(r2, 11 )
to col(y,u), are shorvn in a separate window, us-
ing the current models from the model board and
the current controlier C from the controller board.
In the rvindow the amplitude of the frequency re-

sponses are shorvn, see Figure 5.

(2) closed-loop poles. When clicking this option, the
poles of the closed-ioop transfer functions are plot-
ted in a separate windorv, also showing ihe stabil-
ity region (unit circle). Thus the (in)stability of ihe
closed-loop system can simply be checked.

A'

.ls--
=argmln; ) (fl[;;3]) 't'lrtt)'

, ;= J{-/D, is an
C.

with c(t) = ofiv;r(t) where G.
auxiliary model that is siabilized by

The identified plant model is obiained ihrough

c(o) = !q).
D(q)

By using a normalization procedure, and a common
denominator parametrization in the identification, the

model order of G rvill be equal to the maximum model
order of N and D.

A quick-siart option is available for the identification of
an auxiiiary plant model Go that is used to construct
the auxiliary signal o,

Identification of unsiable models is possible.
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5. Closed-loop frequency responses

input/output simulation. Using the available ref-

erence signal(s) in the current data set, a plant in-
pui signal u and plant output signal g are simulated
(noisefree), employing the current modei and con-

iroller. These simulaied signals are plotted together
rvith the aciual (measured) input and ouiput sig-

nals from the current data set.
correlation test. The sample cross-covariance func-
tion is shorvn between the externai reference signal
r in the current data set, and the output simu-

lation error (top) and the input simulation error
(boitom), This test indicates wheiher there is still
reference signal information in the ouiput and/or
input residual, see Figure 6.

Fig.

( D,,

6. Closed-loop correlaiion test

step responses. Step responses are displayed of
the four closed-loop transfer functions from coi(12, r1 )
to col(g,u), for the current models on the modei
board and the current coniroller on the controller
board.

(6) open-loop transfer. The (open-loop) Bode dia-
gram is displayed of the current plant models on
the model board. This reflects the estimated trans-
fer function between piani input u and output E.

(7) pole-zero plot of the estimated transfer function
between the plani input tr. and output gr.

Selecting one or several of these evaluation tools will
open a figure with a plot of the evaiuation result for ihe
current modeis from the model boardl where appropri-
ate the current data and current controlier ivill also be

employed. A zoom option is available in each figure.

6. SUMMARY

A Mart,es toolbox has been presented for closed-loop
system identification on the basis of time domain data.
It has been designed as an add-on to Mathworks'System
Identification Toolbox (SITB). A graphical user inter-
face with a lay-out similar to ihe SiTB supports the
user, and facilitaies exchange of models betrveen the
SITB and the current ioolbox. In its current version
the graphical user interface supports the ideniification
of SISO models; the provided Matlne m-files are im-
plemented to handle also multivariable models.
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Short description: The Closed-loop Identification toolbox (CLOSID) has been programmed
in MATLABTT!{ as an add-on to the cornrnercially available System Identification Toolbox
(SITB). It is designed to be used by researchers and process engineers that have a basic
knowiedge of identification, but are not necessarily specialists in the field.
It extends the functionality of SITB by the incorporation of closed-loop identification meth-
ods that allow the handling of external excitation signals and/or controller knowledge in the
identification of linear models. It enables the evaluation of identified models in terms of
several closed-loop properties for either given or user-chosen controllers.
The toolbox is equipped with a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI), that allows an

easy handling and evaluation of models, as well as an easy communication with the SITQ.

Keywords: System Identification, CIosed-loop Identification, SISO Models.
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Computer Type Pentium PC Operating System: Win 3.x, Win 95 or Win NT
RAM (MB): > 16 MB 4.0

Harddisk (MB): > 500 MB SW-Environment: MATLABTT\i Vers.4.2,
Graphics: SVGA, > I MB System Identification Tool-
Others: box (SITB) Vers.4.O
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